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Machine lacquer correction and polishing 

system  
 3M 260L P800 Hookit schijf (150 mm)                                                                 51155   

   Depending on the severity of the damage. (eccentric rotating).    

 3M 260L P1000 Hookit schijf (150 mm)                         51157   
    When sanded with 260L P800, use the soft interface pad (Art No. 50544 or 50545). (eccentric rotating). 

  

 3M 260L P1500 Hookit schijf  (150 mm)                                         51154             
   Use soft interface pad no. 50544 or 50545. (eccentric rotating). 

    

 3M Trizact™ Hookit P3000 schijf (150 mm)                                            50414         
    Sanding with a (light) damp sanding disk. (eccentric rotating).  

  

 3M Trizact™ Hookit 6000 schijf (150 mm)                                             51130         
   Sanding with a (light) damp sanding disk. (eccentric rotating).   

  

                                3M Fast Cut Plus XL Compound (green cap)                                                                                            51052   

  Use 3M electric polisher with moderate pressure between 900/1000 rpm. For cleaning out until another moist layer remains, maximum rpm 

(2500 rpm) minimizes pressure. In combination with the 3M Sponsmop green no. 50487 (supported by support pad 09552). Removing 

residual compound with 3M Finish Control Spray No. 55535.   

                 

                            3M Perfect-it™ Extra Fine Compound ( Yellow cap)                                                                        80349          
  Use 3M electric polisher with moderate pressure between 900/1000 rpm. For drying out (can reach dry surface) maximum speed (2500 

rpm) minimizing pressure. In combination with the 3M Wavelpad yellow no. 50488 (supported by support pad 09552). Removing residual 

compound with 3M Finish Control Spray No. 55535. 

  

                           3M Perfect-it™ Ultrafina™ SE polijspasta  ( Darkblue cap)                                                50383  

   Lubricant for removing machine turns and hologram effects 

  3M Polish Rosa Was (pink cap)                80345  

 Simply put on a soft cloth. The laundry protects for a long time, leaving the perfect finish for a long time. The product does not stain plastics 

and rubbers. Polish Rosa is quick and easy to clean and clean. 

  

 



  

Pay attention; 

            Move the sanding machine continuously over the surface during sanding, to prevent refills. 

            Move the polisher continuously over the surface while brushing to prevent heat build-up in the surface.   
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